
Tough Matchup in Guangming District | Final of 2022 the 6th China (Shenzhen)
 Innovation &amp; Entrepreneurship International Competition Paris France Division Ends Successfully

On November 8, Beijing time, the Final of the 6th China (Shenzhen) Innovation &amp; Entrepreneurship International Competition Paris France

Division (subsequently referred to as the .Competition.) was successfully concluded at the Exhibition Center of Guangming Science City in Shenzhen. 

Xiaobo Min, Deputy Director of Shenzhen Municipal Human Resources and Social Security Bureau, Baixin Zhou, Deputy Governor of Guangming

District, Shenzhen, and Rongkai Lu, Science and Technology Counselor of the Chinese Embassy in France, attended the opening ceremony and

delivered speeches.

Xiaobo Min, Deputy Director of Shenzhen Municipal Human Resources and Social Security Bureau, points out that the addition of the Paris France

Division this year will extend the scope of the Competition to the hinterland of Western Europe. The Paris France Division will facilitate international

exchanges and cooperation, accelerate the rapid flow and integration of talents, projects, funds and other innovative factors, and promote cooperation

in science and technology and commercialization of technological achievements between the two places, thus injecting strong momentum into

high-quality economic development.

Baixin Zhou, Deputy Mayor of Guangming District, Shenzhen, says that France, as one of Shenzhen's most important trading partners in Europe,

enjoys close economic and trade relations with Shenzhen. This competition provides opportunities to speed up the exchanges and cooperation

between Guangming District and French scientific and technological enterprises and research institutes, as well as arenas for global innovative and

entrepreneurial talents and teams to demonstrate, exchange and cooperate. All these efforts will contribute to upgrading the innovation engine, shifting

the development gears of the Guangming District, and finally, building a world-class Guangming Science City.

Rongkai Lu, Science and Technology Counselor of the Chinese Embassy in France, holds that the Competition has become a name card of China's

international science and technology cooperation, with increasing international influence, expanding scale and continuous emergence of innovation

and entrepreneurship achievements. The Competition supports innovators and challengers and rewards investors as a contributor to China-France

cooperation in science and technology innovation.

This year marks the 6th China (Shenzhen) Innovation &amp; Entrepreneurship International Competition with the addition of the Paris France Division.

Focusing on Shenzhen's innovation-driven development strategy, the Competition accurately sets seven industries, namely, new generation electronic

information, digital and fashion, high-end equipment manufacturing, green and low-carbon, new materials, biological medicine and health, and marine

economy . Since the Paris France Division launch in July this year, Guangming District, through widespread online promotion and offline visits, has

received positive responses from relevant parties in France. A total of 174 projects from home and abroad have been attracted to participate in the

Competition, and 21 projects have qualified for the Final.

The Final of the Paris France Division will be carried out in the form of .online + offline. integration between the main venue of Guangming District,

Shenzhen, and the branch venue of Paris, France. The judges of the Final include famous scholars at home and abroad, senior industry experts,

professional business leaders and well-known investors. At the Competition site, the judges, with years of rich experience and forward-looking

professional perspective, objectively and comprehensively evaluate the entries and put forward key comments and valuable suggestions. The

Competition adopts the mode of .on-the-spot defense, on-the-spot score., and the whole process is broadcast online to ensure the Competition's

openness, fairness and justice. After the collision of innovative ideas, competition of business models and team strength in the roadshow and defense

among 21 projects, 1 first prize, 2-second prizes and 3 third prizes are awarded. The Intelligent Temperature Control Laser Soldering Equipment

Industrialization project of the Small Scale, High Precision team in the high-end equipment manufacturing industry takes the crown. The top 2 projects

in each industry will be awarded a place in the Industry Final. All participating projects have the opportunity to obtain social capital investment through

the competition investment docking service platform. High Precision team in the high-end equipment manufacturing industry takes the crown. The top

2 projects in each industry will be awarded a place in the Industry Final. All participating projects have the opportunity to obtain social capital

investment through the competition investment docking service platform. High Precision team in the high-end equipment manufacturing industry takes

the crown. The top 2 projects in each industry will be awarded a place in the Industry Final. All participating projects have the opportunity to obtain

social capital investment through the competition investment docking service platform.

It is reported that Guangming District has placed special emphasis on the real economy in recent years and vigorously supports the concentrated

development of high-end industries and high-quality enterprises. Centering on the .20+8. development direction and industrial layout, Guangming

District, based on its development foundation and comparative advantages, clearly focuses on the construction of .8+5. industrial clusters. It anchors

the new scientific research and economic track of three major industries of synthetic biology, brain science and biological medicine, cultivates two

major scientific and technological innovations supporting service industries of the sci-tech finance industry and sci-tech information service industry,

and strengthens three advantageous industrial clusters of ultra-high-definition video display,

Based on its industrial development advantages and distinctive development direction, Guangming District hosts the 6th China (Shenzhen) Innovation

&amp; Entrepreneurship International Competition Paris France Division and the Final of the new material industry for the first time this year, offering

.olive branch. to elites at home and abroad. Young friends and entrepreneurial teams are encouraged to join and take root in Guangming District,

whose efforts will help build Guangming District into a source of innovation, a pioneering place of scientific research-oriented economy, a destination

of innovative talents, a world-class science city, and the northern center of Shenzhen. 
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